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Abstract: This paper considers construction and advantage of modern tribometer conception. 
Tribometer TPD-04 enables simulation of different contact and test types. Special device enables pin 
on disk, circular and linear reciprocating test types. The main purpose of tribometer was 
investigation of friction and wear of polymer materials with or without lubricant according to 
appropriate standards. Tribometer concept and design solution of same subassemblies that provide 
defined requests fulfill were described in details. Measure system and software for data acquisition  
and processing results are specially described. 

 
 
1.  INTRODUCTION 

The word tribology was first reported in a 
landmark report by Jost (1966.) [1]. The word is 
derived from the Greek word tribos meaning 
rubbing, so the literal translation would be ``the 
science of rubbing''. Dictionaries define 
tribology as the science and technology of 
interacting surfaces in relative motion and of 
related subjects and practices. Tribology is the 
art of applying operational analysis to problems 
of great economic significance, namely, 
reliability, maintenance, and wear of technical 
equipment, ranging from spacecraft to 
household appliances. Surface interactions in a 
tribological interface are highly complex, and 
their understanding requires knowledge of 
various disciplines including physics, chemistry, 
applied mathematics, solid mechanics, fluid 
mechanics, thermodynamics, heat transfer, 
materials science, rheology, lubrication, 
machine design, performance and reliability. 

A tribometer (tribotester) is the general name 
given to a machine or device used to perform 
tests and simulations of wear, friction and 
lubrication which are the subject of the study of 
tribology. Often tribometers are extremely 
specific in their function and are fabricated by 

manufacturers who desire to test and analyze the 
long-term performance of their products. 

By theoretical analysis of friction process and 
wearing and different tribometer construction 
[2], [3], [4], [5] it could be concluded that the 
tribometrical problems are related not just to 
tribology, but to many other theoretical sciences 
(dynamics, construction theory, electronics and 
other). All this implies to necessity of 
multidisciplinary approach to this problem, from 
both theoretical and engineering aspects. 

A large number of tribometers for different 
applications were realized by Faculty of 
Mechanical engineering in Kragujevac in Metal 
processing and tribology laboratory. Design of 
this tribometer is realized by Yugoslav 
Tribology Society and Faculty of Mechanical 
Engineering in Kragujevac. 
  
2.  CONCEPT OF THE TRIBOMETER 

Tribometer TPD ’04 is designed according to 
purchasers request. The main purpose of 
tribometer was investigation of friction and wear 
of polymer materials with or without lubricant. 
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2.1. Design demands and requirements 

For concrete experimental investigations 
purchaser defined following demands: 
• Maximum PV = 300 Mpa m/min, 
• Maximum velocity v = 65 m/min, 
• Maximum Applied Load FN = 200 N, 
• … 

Tribometer have to provide three types of 
tribological tests: 
• Pin on disk test 
• Linear reciprocating test  and 
• Pin on disk test in oscillation motion. 

During test continually measurement of: 
• Normal load in N 
• Friction force in N 
• Friction coefficient 
• Temperature in contact zone and 
• Temperature in pin contact layer. 
has to be performed. 

For the additional requests and robust design 
reasons next parameter values were adopted: 

Pin on disk test: 
• Normal load: 5 ÷ 450 N 
• Sliding speed: 1 ÷ 200 m/min 
• Motor power (from simple calculation): 

750W 
• … 

Linear reciprocating test: 
• Moving range: 60 ÷ 100 mm 
• Sliding speed: 1 ÷ 100 m/min (average 

speed) or 2 ÷ 200 m/min (maximum speed) 

For pin on disk test with oscillation motion were 
used the same parameters as for pin on disk test. 

2.2. Tribometer function structure 

According to design theory or design methods 
[6], [7] the first step in construction 
development is establishing function structure. 
Measuring of tribological characteristics of a 
material in defined conditions is tribometer 
overall function. Overall function is break down 
into sub-functions. Function structure represents 
overall function, sub-functions and relations 
between particulary sub-functions. One of the 
possible function structure of tribometer is given 
in Figure 1. 

Next step is to choose solution’s principles and 
executers to fulfill the sub-functions. It will be 
done throughout design description of 
tribometer. 

 
Figure 1: Tribometer function structure 

 

3. TRIBOMETER DESIGN  

Design of tribometer is done according to sub-
functions defined in function structure and 
description of design is illustrated by 
photographs of realized tribometer. 

It is necessarily to assure normal load in given 
range for all three types of tribological tests and 
also to measure and regulate its value. For that 
purpose BiSlide motor driven positioning 
system with DC step motor drive was used. Pin 
holder is assembled on flaying part of BiSlide. 
Design of pin carrier assures pin axes 
adjustment and proper transmission of normal 
load on contact surfaces. 

 
Figure 2: Unit for normal load assurance 
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Measuring equipment, that registered normal 
load and friction force very precise, is situated 
on pin holder. 

Whole unit for normal load can be mounted in 
two different position on basic plate, for 
realization of different test types. Appearance of 
unit for normal load assurance is given in Figure 
2. 

For relative motion in each of three types of test 
the AC motor with reducer and belt drive was 
used. Motor of 750 W power with reducer gives 
rotational speed of 180 rpm. Wide range of 
velocities is fulfill by using three step belt drive 
and frequency inverter. Belt drive facilitate ratio 
from 1:3 to 3:1. Frequency inverter facilitate 
continually change of electric frequency (and 
rotational speed of motor shaft) in range from 5 
to 60 Hz. 

For the reasons of stability and result accuracy 
robust housing and bearing of disk were made. 
Drive and all electronic equipment is located in 
a cabinet which is shown in Figure 3. In this 
figure is also shown pin on disk tribometer 
configuration. 

Oscillatory circular motion is realized by using 
special disks an rod. Special disks are mounted 
on the motor shaft and specimen disk shaft 
under basic plate. Disks are connected by road 
with adjustable length. Design of this 
components fulfill given requirements of 
velocity. 

 

 
Figure 3: Appearance of cabinet 

For linear reciprocating moving special disk, 
road and plate holder are used. Plate holder is 

mounted on guide pillars trough guide bushes 
with balls, which assure precise movement with 
very small friction. Plate specimen is positioned 
and joined with screw on plate holder. The 
length of reciprocating moving depends on 
diameter of the disk. There are six different 
lengths: 100, 90, 80, 70, 60 and 50 mm. 
Appearance of unit for reciprocating moving is 
shown in Figure 4. 

 

 
Figure 4: Unit for reciprocating moving 

Temperature in contact zone is measured by IR 
(infra red) sensor, which is shown in figure 2, 4, 
and 5. Temperature in pin contact layer is 
measured by termocouple. 

 

 
Figure 5: IR sensor and termocouple 

All of main parts of tribometer are made of 
stainless steel and aluminium alloys. Overall 
appearance of realized tribometer with control 
panel and PC is shown in Figure 6.  

 

4. MEASUREMENT AND GUIDANCE 
SOFTWARE 

For the purpose of measurement and tribometer 
guidance special software (Windows 
application) is developed. Program is aimed for: 
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• Collection of data from tribometer during 
experiments, 

• Observation of measured values collected in 
real time during experiments, 

• Creation of text data files where the 
measured values are stored and 

• View and printing of previously measured 
data. 

•  

 

Figure 6: Tribometer overall appearance  

Program is organized as tabbed notebook with 
two tabs, “Measurement” and “Hardware 
diagnostics”. The first tab is aimed for 
experiments only and the second for 
maintenance purpose.  

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Concept and design of tribometer TPD 04 which 
is realized by Yugoslav Tribology Society and 

Faculty of Mechanical Engineering in 
Kragujevac is shown in this paper. It has 
fulfilled all demands, request and expectation 
and it stands in the world professional 
tribometer class. This was contribute by 
interdisciplinary approach and theoretical 
analysis, using system design approach, concept 
solution and solution of specific sub-functions. 
Tribometer is robust design and can fulfill very 
wide range of velocities and loads, so it can be 
used for various tests conditions. Modular 
design enable using this tribometer for another 
types of tribological experiments by its upgrade 
with new, specific units.   
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